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	This book is written for a wide variety of readers: the expert and the beginner in a design office; the project leader of a design team; the city engineer or chief engineer of a water or sewerage authority (or their subordinates) who may review plans and specifications; and manufacturers’ representatives who should know how their equipment is best applied to a pumping station. Recommendations for the utilization of the book by each group of readers are given in Section 1-7.

	

	The aim of the volume is to show how to apply the fundamentals of the various disciplines and subjects into a well-integrated pumping station—reliable, easy to operate and maintain, and free from serious design mistakes.

	

	To facilitate the selection of good design engineers, the publisher hereby gives permission to photocopy Chapter 1 only of this book for distribution to municipalities or utilities and their representatives.


	Pumping Station Design, 3rd is an essential reference for all professionals. From the expert city engineer to the new design officer, this book assists those who need to apply the fundamentals of various disciplines and subjects in order to produce a well-integrated pumping station which is reliable, easy to operate and maintain, and free from design mistakes. The depth of experience and expertise of the authors, contributors, and peers reviewing the content as well as the breadth of information in this book is unparalleled making this the only book of its kind.

	

	* An award-winning reference work that has become THE standard in the field

	

	* Dispenses expert information on how to produce a well-integrated pumping station that will be reliable, easy to operate and maintain, and free from design mistakes

	

	* 60% of the material has been updated to reflect current standards and changes in practice since the book was last published in 1998

	

	* New material added to this edition includes: the latest design information, the use of computers for pump selection, extensive references to Hydraulic Institute Standards and much more!
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Mathematical Logic (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2002

	
		After the appearance in 1952 of my "Introduction to Metamathematics",
	
		written for students at the first-year graduate level, I had no expectation of
	
		writing another text. But various occasions arose which required me to
	
		think about how to present parts of the same material more briefly, to a
	
		more...
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Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML aims to provide a single record of current research and practical applications in the fuzzy databases. This volume is the outgrowth of research the author has conducted in recent years. Fuzzy Database Modeling with XML introduces state-of-the-art information to the database...
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Fixing Bad UX Designs: Master proven approaches, tools, and techniques to make your user experience great againPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A practical guide filled with case studies and easy solutions to solve the most common user experience issues

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand and fix the pain points of a bad UX design to ensure greater customer satisfaction.
	
			Correct UX issues at various stages of a UX Design with...
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Scaling, Fractals and WaveletsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Scaling is a mathematical transformation that enlarges or diminishes objects. The technique is used in a variety of areas, including finance and image processing. This book is organized around the notions of scaling phenomena and scale invariance. The various stochastic models commonly used to describe scaling ? self-similarity, long-range...
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Nonviral Vectors for Gene Therapy, Part 2, Volume 54, Second Edition (Advances in Genetics)Academic Press, 2005

	Since the pioneering discovery by Felgner et al. (1987) that cationic lipid

	can efficiently transfect cells, there was a surge of research activity in this

	area. The field received another boost when Nabel et al. (1993) successfully

	completed a small phase I clinical trial in gene therapy of melanoma

	using cationic liposome as a...
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Robert B. Parker's Kickback (Spenser)Putnam Adult, 2016

	PI Spenser, knight-errant of the Back Bay, returns in this stellar New York Times–bestselling addition to the iconic series from author Ace Atkins.

	 

	What started out as a joke landed seventeen-year-old Dillon Yates in a lockdown juvenile facility in Boston Harbor. When he set up a prank Twitter...
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